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    		Kurds

      





The Kurds (Kurdish: کورد Kurd) are an ethnic group in the Middle East, mostly inhabiting a contiguous area spanning adjacent parts of eastern and southeastern Turkey (Northern Kurdistan), western Iran (Eastern or Iranian Kurdistan), northern Iraq (Southern or Iraqi Kurdistan), and northern Syria (Western Kurdistan or Rojava). The Kurds have ethnically diverse origins. They are culturally and linguistically closely related to the Iranian peoples and, as a result, are often themselves classified as an Iranian people.Kurdish nationalists claim that the Kurds are descended from the Hurrians and the Medes, (the latter being another Iranian people) and the claimed Median descent is reflected in the words of the Kurdish national anthem: "we are the children of the Medes and Kai Khosrow". The Kurdish languages form a subgroup of the Northwestern Iranian languages.



The Kurds are estimated to number, worldwide, around 30–32 million, possibly as high as 37 million, with the majority living in West Asia; however there are significant Kurdish diaspora communities in the cities of western Turkey, in particular Istanbul. A recent Kurdish diaspora has also developed in Western countries, primarily in Germany. The Kurds are the majority population in the autonomous region of Iraqi Kurdistan and in the autonomous region of Rojava, and are a significant minority group in the neighboring countries Turkey and Iran, where Kurdish nationalist movements continue to pursue greater autonomy and cultural rights.
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    		Iraqi Kurdistan

      
Iraqi Kurdistan, officially known as the Kurdistan Region (Central Kurdish: ههرێمی کوردستان, translit. Herêmî Kurdistan; Arabic: إقليم كردستان, translit. Iqlīm Kurdistān), is located in the north of Iraq and constitutes the country's only autonomous region. Bordering the Kurdish-inhabited regions of Iran to the east, Turkey to the north, and Syria to the west, it is frequently referred to as Southern Kurdistan (Central Kurdish: باشووری کوردستان; Northern Kurdish: Başûrê Kurdistanê). The region is officially governed by the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), with the capital being Erbil.



Kurdistan is a parliamentary democracy with a regional assembly that consists of 111 seats.Masoud Barzani, who was initially elected as president in 2005, was re-elected in 2009.  In August 2013 the parliament extended his presidency for another two years. His presidency concluded on 19 August 2015 after the political parties failed to reach an agreement over extending his presidency term. The new Iraqi constitution defines the Kurdistan Region as a federal entity of Iraq, and establishes Kurdish and Arabic as Iraq's joint official languages.  The four governorates of Duhok, Hawler, Silemani, and Halabja comprise around 41,710 square kilometres (16,100 sq mi) and have a population of 8.35 million (2013 estimate). In 2014, during the 2014 Iraq Crisis, Iraqi Kurdistan's forces also took over much of the disputed territories of Northern Iraq.
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    		Kurd (disambiguation)

      
Kurd may refer to:pass



Groups


	 Kurds, an ethnolinguistic group in ancient Mesopotamia and the Middle East

Individuals


	 Kurd Lasswitz (1848–1910), a German author
	 Abdul Aziz Kurd, a Baloch nationalist politician who helped co-found the Organisation for Unity of the Baloch in 1920
	 Ali Ahmad Kurd (fl. 2007), a prominent lawyer in Pakistan who makes historic speeches

Places


	 Kord, Iran

	 Kord-e Olya, Iran
	 Kord-e Sofla, Iran
	 Kurd, Hungary

See also


	 Kurdi (disambiguation)

	 Kurdish (disambiguation)

	 Kurdistan (disambiguation)

	 curd (disambiguation)
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                                YataoPan | D Kurd 10

                                    Get your YataoPan here:
www.YataoPan.com

About:
Made especially for beginner players, the YataoPan offers the possibility to get your hands on a handpan without the common financial effort. The YataoPan is easy playable and responds to your touch quickly. 
We teamed up with a handpan making company based in Guangzhou, China. It's a big company which is not exclusively producing for us, but for many other resellers worldwide. Everyone has their own concept, but we believe that quality should be represented by the price. This is why we decided not to take a huge margin, but to keep the pan affordable. In our eyes a unique price performance ratio!
The Handpans are handmade. The tuners and other workers are working under good conditions.
All YataoPans are made of Stainless Steel. 
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                                UGUR Handpan | D Kurd

                                    This is our current progress for our instruments in 2019.
Scale (D) A Bb C D E F G A

For more information and to purchase : https://www.facebook.com/Ugurchina/
Or
Email: ugurhandpan@gmail.com

Instagram - ugur_handpan

Demonstration by Adrian J Portia 
Follow: 
https://adrianportia.com
https://www.facebook.com/AdrianJPortia.HandpanMusic/
https://www.instagram.com/adrianjportia
https://www.youtube.com/userADRIANJPDRUM 
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                                Handpan Tutorial: Only Beginning - D Kurd Song

                                    Here's a tutorial on how to play the piece "Only Beginning" 
You can listen to the original song here: https://youtu.be/JGwERI2IB8E

Filmed on my phone so not top picture quality, but hopefully it's clear enough! 

It was a happy surprise that this piece was so well received, and it's a pleasure to share my process with you all. If you're looking for more in-depth composition walk-throughs, creative workshops and lessons, you can sign up to my mailing list through my website, and you'll be notified whenever I have new classes coming up! See links below.

💚Handpans I use💚
       👉Aciel Handpan - D kurd (this video)
       👉Meridian Handpan - F Low Pygmy
       👉Elaia Handpan - Desert Rose (C# harmonic minor)
       👉RAV Vast - B Rus

☀️Website:
https://www.amynaylormusic.com

☀️Merch:
https... 
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                                Learn Handpan Chord Changes with AJ Block and the Meinl Sensory Handpan D Kurd 9 #meinlsonicenergy

                                    Learn to play chord changes on handpan so you can play along with guitarists, pianists, compose your own music that works with musicians on any instrument!

Gear used in this video:
*Meinl Sensory Handpan: https://www.didgeproject.com/product/meinl-sonic-energy-sensory-handpan-various-scales/
*Handpan Stand: https://www.didgeproject.com/product/meinl-handpan-stand-height-adjustable-28-39/
*T-Shirt: https://www.didgeproject.com/product-category/apparel/

This video features our debut of the Meinl Sensory Handpan in D Kurd! This handmade stainless steel drum features 9 tone fields that produce an open, velvety sound. The notes are laid out in an accessible pattern, which ensures that anyone can pick up a Sensory Handpan and start playing right away — regardless of musical experience. The Mei... 
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                                Play with me #1 | Ayasa D Kurd | Malte Marten

                                    This is my first try to record a play-along, in order to give you a virtual jam buddy. Let me know if it works for you, if there's something I could improve or any other suggestions you have💛

Chords I am playing are: D Minor / Bb Major

This play-along is suitable for all D Minor and F Major instruments, like D - Kurd, D - Amara, D - Mystic, D - Equinox, F - Mellow, F - Asha, and many more.

Connect on Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/maltemarten

Learn with me: 
https://www.masterthehandpan.com/masterclass/malte-marten

Join my newsletter for all infos on workshops, retreats, online courses and more:
https://www.maltemarten.com

Listen to my music on Spotify:
https://spotify.link/5Vo8hF8Dbyb

Get your handpan here:
https://www.yataoshop.com 

Donations are appreciated 💛
https://www.p... 
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                                Ayasa D Kurd 10 | YataoShop

                                    We’re happy to announce that some tasty D Kurd 10 Ember Steel Handpans made by @AyasaInstruments are now for sale in our shop 💛

https://www.YataoShop.com 
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                                Discover a New Scale on your D Kurd! Handpan Fundamentals

                                    Did you know your D Kurd has another scale hidden inside it? You don't need to buy a new instrument, but just play the same notes in a different order to find the Major Scale inside this instrument. This is a totally different, happier feeling. If you have a handpan or tonguepan in a minor scale this is the video for you. If you happen to have a D Minor (Kurd/ Integral / Annaziska) scale this is ideal, but whatever notes your pan is based around this will teach you how to play the basic chord shapes using my numbered system. This method will uncover any minor scale.
D Minor Midori 
Tones:
D3 / A Bb C D E F G A 
6/ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1, 2, 3 degrees of the scale.

Which scale shall I do next? If you'd like a personalised chord sheet for your handpan let me know. 

💥 Master the Handpan for a 30%... 
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                                Ayasa - Ember Steel - D Kurd 10 - Marcel Hutter

                                    4K and Quality Headphones or speakers recommended.
https://ayasainstruments.com
https://www.instagram.com/ayasa_instruments/
https://facebook.com/ayasahandpan

Performed by @marcelhutter 

Instrument:
Ayasa Instruments Ember Steel D Kurd 10
D A Bb C D E F G A C

Find Marcel Hutter:
http://marcelhutter.com/
https://www.instagram.com/marcelhuttermusic/
https://www.facebook.com/marcelhuttermusic/

Sound edit: Sander van der Heide
Video edit: Lars Nerback
#handpan #ayasainstruments #pantam #embersteel #music #handpanmusic 
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                                3rd Generation Handpan 10 Notes Volcano - D Minor | This handpan music is performed by Sam Maher

                                    Videos featuring performances on the new third-generation handpan, Volcano, are still quite rare. We are honored to have Sam Maher share his play with us. His music is consistently captivating and emotionally resonant from start to finish.

New 3rd Generation Handpan 10 Notes Volcano - D Minor
• D3/A, Bb, C, D, E, F, G, A, C

❀Join our website’s mailing list to stay updated on our latest handpan styles and content, and find the instrument that suits you best: https://www.astemanmusic.com

❀Explore the Natural Beauty Series Collection and learn about the story behind the series:
https://astemanmusic.com/collections/natural-beauty-series

❀Purchase the same instrument featured in this video: 
https://astemanmusic.com/products/3rd-generation-handpan-volcano-d-minor

❀Check out the latest disc... 
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                                Ayasa "Ember Steel" D Kurd 10 - Jaron Tripp ( Archer & Tripp )

                                    4K and Quality Headphones or speakers recommended.
https://ayasainstruments.com
https://facebook.com/ayasahandpan
https://www.instagram.com/ayasa_instruments/

Demonstration by Jaron Tripp ( Archer & Tripp ) 

Instrument:
Ayasa Instruments: D Kurd 10 ( Ember Steel )
D) A Bb C D E F G A C

Find Archer & Tripp:
https://archerandtripp.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/archerandtripp/ 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnB0oTAtN7huauS5kYeJ36w 
https://www.instagram.com/archerandtripp/

Learn with Archer & Tripp:
https://www.masterthehandpan.com/handpan-teacher/archer-and-tripp

Sound edit: Jeremy Nattagh

#handpan #ayasainstruments #pantam #embersteel #music 
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         Get your YataoPan here:
www.YataoPan.com

About:
Made especially for beginner players, the YataoPan offers the possibility to get your hands on a handpan withou...

         Get your YataoPan here:
www.YataoPan.com

About:
Made especially for beginner players, the YataoPan offers the possibility to get your hands on a handpan without the common financial effort. The YataoPan is easy playable and responds to your touch quickly. 
We teamed up with a handpan making company based in Guangzhou, China. It's a big company which is not exclusively producing for us, but for many other resellers worldwide. Everyone has their own concept, but we believe that quality should be represented by the price. This is why we decided not to take a huge margin, but to keep the pan affordable. In our eyes a unique price performance ratio!
The Handpans are handmade. The tuners and other workers are working under good conditions.
All YataoPans are made of Stainless Steel.
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                    Get your YataoPan here:
www.YataoPan.com

About:
Made especially for beginner players, the YataoPan offers the possibility to get your hands on a handpan without the common financial effort. The YataoPan is easy playable and responds to your touch quickly. 
We teamed up with a handpan making company based in Guangzhou, China. It's a big company which is not exclusively producing for us, but for many other resellers worldwide. Everyone has their own concept, but we believe that quality should be represented by the price. This is why we decided not to take a huge margin, but to keep the pan affordable. In our eyes a unique price performance ratio!
The Handpans are handmade. The tuners and other workers are working under good conditions.
All YataoPans are made of Stainless Steel.
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		UGUR Handpan | D Kurd
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	Duration: 2:20
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         This is our current progress for our instruments in 2019.
Scale (D) A Bb C D E F G A

For more information and to purchase : https://www.facebook.com/Ugurchina/...

         This is our current progress for our instruments in 2019.
Scale (D) A Bb C D E F G A

For more information and to purchase : https://www.facebook.com/Ugurchina/
Or
Email: ugurhandpan@gmail.com

Instagram - ugur_handpan

Demonstration by Adrian J Portia 
Follow: 
https://adrianportia.com
https://www.facebook.com/AdrianJPortia.HandpanMusic/
https://www.instagram.com/adrianjportia
https://www.youtube.com/userADRIANJPDRUM
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                    This is our current progress for our instruments in 2019.
Scale (D) A Bb C D E F G A

For more information and to purchase : https://www.facebook.com/Ugurchina/
Or
Email: ugurhandpan@gmail.com

Instagram - ugur_handpan

Demonstration by Adrian J Portia 
Follow: 
https://adrianportia.com
https://www.facebook.com/AdrianJPortia.HandpanMusic/
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		Handpan Tutorial: Only Beginning - D Kurd Song
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	Uploaded Date: 02 Nov 2021
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         Here's a tutorial on how to play the piece "Only Beginning" 
You can listen to the original song here: https://youtu.be/JGwERI2IB8E

Filmed on my phone so not t...

         Here's a tutorial on how to play the piece "Only Beginning" 
You can listen to the original song here: https://youtu.be/JGwERI2IB8E

Filmed on my phone so not top picture quality, but hopefully it's clear enough! 

It was a happy surprise that this piece was so well received, and it's a pleasure to share my process with you all. If you're looking for more in-depth composition walk-throughs, creative workshops and lessons, you can sign up to my mailing list through my website, and you'll be notified whenever I have new classes coming up! See links below.

💚Handpans I use💚
       👉Aciel Handpan - D kurd (this video)
       👉Meridian Handpan - F Low Pygmy
       👉Elaia Handpan - Desert Rose (C# harmonic minor)
       👉RAV Vast - B Rus

☀️Website:
https://www.amynaylormusic.com

☀️Merch:
https://amy-naylor.myspreadshop.co.uk

☀️Email me for private tuition or to join my regular Sunday class: 
amynaylormusic@gmail.com

☀️Find more beginner handpan courses at Master The Handpan: https://masterthehandpan.teachable.com/?ref=amynaylor

☀️Find me on social media:
https://www.facebook.com/AmyNaylorMusic/
https://www.instagram.com/amy_naylor_smiles/

☀️Join my Patreon community:
https://www.patreon.com/amynaylormusic

☀️Buskers hat: 
https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/amynaylormusic

#handpan #tutorial #beginner
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                    Here's a tutorial on how to play the piece "Only Beginning" 
You can listen to the original song here: https://youtu.be/JGwERI2IB8E

Filmed on my phone so not top picture quality, but hopefully it's clear enough! 

It was a happy surprise that this piece was so well received, and it's a pleasure to share my process with you all. If you're looking for more in-depth composition walk-throughs, creative workshops and lessons, you can sign up to my mailing list through my website, and you'll be notified whenever I have new classes coming up! See links below.
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         Learn to play chord changes on handpan so you can play along with guitarists, pianists, compose your own music that works with musicians on any instrument!

Gea...

         Learn to play chord changes on handpan so you can play along with guitarists, pianists, compose your own music that works with musicians on any instrument!

Gear used in this video:
*Meinl Sensory Handpan: https://www.didgeproject.com/product/meinl-sonic-energy-sensory-handpan-various-scales/
*Handpan Stand: https://www.didgeproject.com/product/meinl-handpan-stand-height-adjustable-28-39/
*T-Shirt: https://www.didgeproject.com/product-category/apparel/

This video features our debut of the Meinl Sensory Handpan in D Kurd! This handmade stainless steel drum features 9 tone fields that produce an open, velvety sound. The notes are laid out in an accessible pattern, which ensures that anyone can pick up a Sensory Handpan and start playing right away — regardless of musical experience. The Meinl Sensory Handpan also has some unique features which set it apart from other handpans, which you will see in this video.

Meinl Sensory Handpan D Kurd 9
Notes: (D) A Bb C D E F G A
Scale tones: (1) 5 b6 b7 1 2 b3 4 5

Index:
00:00 - Start
00:17 - Intro
01:06 - D Kurd notes and scale tones explained
01:39 - Scale demonstration
02:12 - Aeolian Mode explained/F Major chords
03:49 - D Minor Triad
04:06 - C Major Triad
04:18 - B Flat Major Triad
04:38 - All the chords demo
06:28 - Features of this handpan
06:46 - Price point
07:20 - Engraved Tone Diagram
08:02 - Two Sound Holes
08:23 - Musical Demonstration
09:01 - Closing words


---

Sign up for the Didge Project newsletter for updates on instrument sales, new tutorials and events: 
http://didgeproject.com/subscribe 

---

Follow Didge Project on Social Media: 
http://www.facebook.com/didgeproject 
http://www.instagram.com/didgeproject 
http://www.youtube.com/didgeproject7

---

Didge Project is a world music education blog, youtube channel, music project and a producer of events, workshops and online courses. Our mission is to bridge music from many cultures into a tangible medium that our audience can utilize for its own benefit. This is done largely through educational performances, workshops and videos. Originally started to support the growing didgeridoo community in New York City, Didge Project serves musicians of all levels in making musical instruments and education available. While advanced musicians may benefit from Didge Project's content, it is the beginner to intermediate musician that we aim to serve. Check out our tutorial videos, free courses, articles and more at http://www.didgeproject.com
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                    Learn to play chord changes on handpan so you can play along with guitarists, pianists, compose your own music that works with musicians on any instrument!

Gear used in this video:
*Meinl Sensory Handpan: https://www.didgeproject.com/product/meinl-sonic-energy-sensory-handpan-various-scales/
*Handpan Stand: https://www.didgeproject.com/product/meinl-handpan-stand-height-adjustable-28-39/
*T-Shirt: https://www.didgeproject.com/product-category/apparel/

This video features our debut of the Meinl Sensory Handpan in D Kurd! This handmade stainless steel drum features 9 tone fields that produce an open, velvety sound. The notes are laid out in an accessible pattern, which ensures that anyone can pick up a Sensory Handpan and start playing right away — regardless of musical experience. The Meinl Sensory Handpan also has some unique features which set it apart from other handpans, which you will see in this video.

Meinl Sensory Handpan D Kurd 9
Notes: (D) A Bb C D E F G A
Scale tones: (1) 5 b6 b7 1 2 b3 4 5

Index:
00:00 - Start
00:17 - Intro
01:06 - D Kurd notes and scale tones explained
01:39 - Scale demonstration
02:12 - Aeolian Mode explained/F Major chords
03:49 - D Minor Triad
04:06 - C Major Triad
04:18 - B Flat Major Triad
04:38 - All the chords demo
06:28 - Features of this handpan
06:46 - Price point
07:20 - Engraved Tone Diagram
08:02 - Two Sound Holes
08:23 - Musical Demonstration
09:01 - Closing words


---

Sign up for the Didge Project newsletter for updates on instrument sales, new tutorials and events: 
http://didgeproject.com/subscribe 

---

Follow Didge Project on Social Media: 
http://www.facebook.com/didgeproject 
http://www.instagram.com/didgeproject 
http://www.youtube.com/didgeproject7

---

Didge Project is a world music education blog, youtube channel, music project and a producer of events, workshops and online courses. Our mission is to bridge music from many cultures into a tangible medium that our audience can utilize for its own benefit. This is done largely through educational performances, workshops and videos. Originally started to support the growing didgeridoo community in New York City, Didge Project serves musicians of all levels in making musical instruments and education available. While advanced musicians may benefit from Didge Project's content, it is the beginner to intermediate musician that we aim to serve. Check out our tutorial videos, free courses, articles and more at http://www.didgeproject.com
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         This is my first try to record a play-along, in order to give you a virtual jam buddy. Let me know if it works for you, if there's something I could improve or ...

         This is my first try to record a play-along, in order to give you a virtual jam buddy. Let me know if it works for you, if there's something I could improve or any other suggestions you have💛

Chords I am playing are: D Minor / Bb Major

This play-along is suitable for all D Minor and F Major instruments, like D - Kurd, D - Amara, D - Mystic, D - Equinox, F - Mellow, F - Asha, and many more.

Connect on Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/maltemarten

Learn with me: 
https://www.masterthehandpan.com/masterclass/malte-marten

Join my newsletter for all infos on workshops, retreats, online courses and more:
https://www.maltemarten.com

Listen to my music on Spotify:
https://spotify.link/5Vo8hF8Dbyb

Get your handpan here:
https://www.yataoshop.com 

Donations are appreciated 💛
https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/yatao
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         We’re happy to announce that some tasty D Kurd 10 Ember Steel Handpans made by @AyasaInstruments are now for sale in our shop 💛
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         Did you know your D Kurd has another scale hidden inside it? You don't need to buy a new instrument, but just play the same notes in a different order to find t...

         Did you know your D Kurd has another scale hidden inside it? You don't need to buy a new instrument, but just play the same notes in a different order to find the Major Scale inside this instrument. This is a totally different, happier feeling. If you have a handpan or tonguepan in a minor scale this is the video for you. If you happen to have a D Minor (Kurd/ Integral / Annaziska) scale this is ideal, but whatever notes your pan is based around this will teach you how to play the basic chord shapes using my numbered system. This method will uncover any minor scale.
D Minor Midori 
Tones:
D3 / A Bb C D E F G A 
6/ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1, 2, 3 degrees of the scale.

Which scale shall I do next? If you'd like a personalised chord sheet for your handpan let me know. 

💥 Master the Handpan for a 30% Off discount ROSIE30 use code  https://masterthehandpan.teachable.com/?ref=rosiebergonzi 
🛸 RAV DISCOUNT CODE...! Get 5% Off your own instrument  https://promo.ravvast.com/blogger?utm_source=blogger&utm_medium=ROSIE

Want a free lesson? Use the hashtag #handpanSOS on your jams and  @RosieBergonzi  if you want them to be considered for a future analysis video 😊

🌟 Master the Handpan for a 30% Off discount ROSIE30 use code  https://masterthehandpan.teachable.com/?ref=rosiebergonzi 
🥳 Learn with Handpan Fundamentals. https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL040C-5ezY0-Wpt_O9xSfmsjBpdVRc78P

Liked it? Why not support me to help me keep on creating content! Become a Patron from just £1
💫 www.patreon.com/rbergonzi
💰 Paypal.me/rbergonzi  
☕️ https://www.buymeacoffee.com/Rbergonzi
👕 Check out my merch...   https://teespring.com/en-GB/stores/rosie-bergonzi
📸 https://www.instagram.com/rosiebergonzi/
📖  https://www.facebook.com/RosieBergonziPercussionist/

💥 Use the hashtag #handpanSOS on your jams if you want them to be considered for an analysis video
😄 RAV DISCOUNT LINK.... get 5% OFF your purchase now shorturl.at/fgwEH 
 👍🏾 Please hit like, subscribe, and click the bell for notifications to see new performances, lessons and behind the scenes content :) 

Suitable for beginners and first timers, it's a Handpan Fundamentals Video. I hope you enjoyed it, let me know if it was useful! If you liked it, subscribe to my channel for a new video every week! Useful for any handpan, rav, tongue drum player, or hand percussion.

00:00 Finding Your Notes
1:45 F major
2:22 G Minor
2:44 A Minor 
3:10 Bb Major
3:34 C Major
3:50 D Minor
4:20 E Diminished 
4:44 Major Progression 
5:43 Minor Chords
6:39 Relative Minor
7:10 Simple Progression
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         4K and Quality Headphones or speakers recommended.
https://ayasainstruments.com
https://www.instagram.com/ayasa_instruments/
https://facebook.com/ayasahandpan

...

         4K and Quality Headphones or speakers recommended.
https://ayasainstruments.com
https://www.instagram.com/ayasa_instruments/
https://facebook.com/ayasahandpan

Performed by @marcelhutter 

Instrument:
Ayasa Instruments Ember Steel D Kurd 10
D A Bb C D E F G A C

Find Marcel Hutter:
http://marcelhutter.com/
https://www.instagram.com/marcelhuttermusic/
https://www.facebook.com/marcelhuttermusic/

Sound edit: Sander van der Heide
Video edit: Lars Nerback
#handpan #ayasainstruments #pantam #embersteel #music #handpanmusic
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         Videos featuring performances on the new third-generation handpan, Volcano, are still quite rare. We are honored to have Sam Maher share his play with us. His m...

         Videos featuring performances on the new third-generation handpan, Volcano, are still quite rare. We are honored to have Sam Maher share his play with us. His music is consistently captivating and emotionally resonant from start to finish.

New 3rd Generation Handpan 10 Notes Volcano - D Minor
• D3/A, Bb, C, D, E, F, G, A, C

❀Join our website’s mailing list to stay updated on our latest handpan styles and content, and find the instrument that suits you best: https://www.astemanmusic.com

❀Explore the Natural Beauty Series Collection and learn about the story behind the series:
https://astemanmusic.com/collections/natural-beauty-series

❀Purchase the same instrument featured in this video: 
https://astemanmusic.com/products/3rd-generation-handpan-volcano-d-minor

❀Check out the latest discount offers from AS TEMAN: https://astemanmusic.com/collections/holiday-promotion

Sam Maher performs on the D Kurd made by AS TEMAN

If you are a professional performer, a career blogger or influencer, or an outdoor handpan traveler, interested in participating in our creative project, you could get the instrument of your dreams for free.

❀For more details, please get in touch with us: 
astemanpan@gmail.com

❀For more beginner’s buying guides to help you choose your first handpan, please refer to: 
https://astemanmusic.com/blogs/handpan/how-to-choose-your-first-handpan

❀Get your handpan here: 
https://astemanmusic.com/collections/handpan-1
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         4K and Quality Headphones or speakers recommended.
https://ayasainstruments.com
https://facebook.com/ayasahandpan
https://www.instagram.com/ayasa_instruments/

...

         4K and Quality Headphones or speakers recommended.
https://ayasainstruments.com
https://facebook.com/ayasahandpan
https://www.instagram.com/ayasa_instruments/

Demonstration by Jaron Tripp ( Archer & Tripp ) 

Instrument:
Ayasa Instruments: D Kurd 10 ( Ember Steel )
D) A Bb C D E F G A C

Find Archer & Tripp:
https://archerandtripp.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/archerandtripp/ 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnB0oTAtN7huauS5kYeJ36w 
https://www.instagram.com/archerandtripp/

Learn with Archer & Tripp:
https://www.masterthehandpan.com/handpan-teacher/archer-and-tripp

Sound edit: Jeremy Nattagh

#handpan #ayasainstruments #pantam #embersteel #music
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                YataoPan | D Kurd 10

                Get your YataoPan here:
www.YataoPan.com

About:
Made especially for beginner players, the...
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                    Get your YataoPan here:
www.YataoPan.com

About:
Made especially for beginner players, the YataoPan offers the possibility to get your hands on a handpan without the common financial effort. The YataoPan is easy playable and responds to your touch quickly. 
We teamed up with a handpan making company based in Guangzhou, China. It's a big company which is not exclusively producing for us, but for many other resellers worldwide. Everyone has their own concept, but we believe that quality should be represented by the price. This is why we decided not to take a huge margin, but to keep the pan affordable. In our eyes a unique price performance ratio!
The Handpans are handmade. The tuners and other workers are working under good conditions.
All YataoPans are made of Stainless Steel.
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                UGUR Handpan | D Kurd

                This is our current progress for our instruments in 2019.
Scale (D) A Bb C D E F G A

For ...
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                    This is our current progress for our instruments in 2019.
Scale (D) A Bb C D E F G A

For more information and to purchase : https://www.facebook.com/Ugurchina/
Or
Email: ugurhandpan@gmail.com

Instagram - ugur_handpan

Demonstration by Adrian J Portia 
Follow: 
https://adrianportia.com
https://www.facebook.com/AdrianJPortia.HandpanMusic/
https://www.instagram.com/adrianjportia
https://www.youtube.com/userADRIANJPDRUM
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                Handpan Tutorial: Only Beginning - D Kurd Song

                Here's a tutorial on how to play the piece "Only Beginning" 
You can listen to the origina...
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                    Here's a tutorial on how to play the piece "Only Beginning" 
You can listen to the original song here: https://youtu.be/JGwERI2IB8E

Filmed on my phone so not top picture quality, but hopefully it's clear enough! 

It was a happy surprise that this piece was so well received, and it's a pleasure to share my process with you all. If you're looking for more in-depth composition walk-throughs, creative workshops and lessons, you can sign up to my mailing list through my website, and you'll be notified whenever I have new classes coming up! See links below.

💚Handpans I use💚
       👉Aciel Handpan - D kurd (this video)
       👉Meridian Handpan - F Low Pygmy
       👉Elaia Handpan - Desert Rose (C# harmonic minor)
       👉RAV Vast - B Rus

☀️Website:
https://www.amynaylormusic.com

☀️Merch:
https://amy-naylor.myspreadshop.co.uk

☀️Email me for private tuition or to join my regular Sunday class: 
amynaylormusic@gmail.com

☀️Find more beginner handpan courses at Master The Handpan: https://masterthehandpan.teachable.com/?ref=amynaylor

☀️Find me on social media:
https://www.facebook.com/AmyNaylorMusic/
https://www.instagram.com/amy_naylor_smiles/

☀️Join my Patreon community:
https://www.patreon.com/amynaylormusic

☀️Buskers hat: 
https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/amynaylormusic

#handpan #tutorial #beginner
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                Learn Handpan Chord Changes with AJ Block and the Meinl Sensory Handpan D Kurd 9 #meinlsonicenergy

                Learn to play chord changes on handpan so you can play along with guitarists, pianists, co...
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                    Learn to play chord changes on handpan so you can play along with guitarists, pianists, compose your own music that works with musicians on any instrument!

Gear used in this video:
*Meinl Sensory Handpan: https://www.didgeproject.com/product/meinl-sonic-energy-sensory-handpan-various-scales/
*Handpan Stand: https://www.didgeproject.com/product/meinl-handpan-stand-height-adjustable-28-39/
*T-Shirt: https://www.didgeproject.com/product-category/apparel/

This video features our debut of the Meinl Sensory Handpan in D Kurd! This handmade stainless steel drum features 9 tone fields that produce an open, velvety sound. The notes are laid out in an accessible pattern, which ensures that anyone can pick up a Sensory Handpan and start playing right away — regardless of musical experience. The Meinl Sensory Handpan also has some unique features which set it apart from other handpans, which you will see in this video.

Meinl Sensory Handpan D Kurd 9
Notes: (D) A Bb C D E F G A
Scale tones: (1) 5 b6 b7 1 2 b3 4 5

Index:
00:00 - Start
00:17 - Intro
01:06 - D Kurd notes and scale tones explained
01:39 - Scale demonstration
02:12 - Aeolian Mode explained/F Major chords
03:49 - D Minor Triad
04:06 - C Major Triad
04:18 - B Flat Major Triad
04:38 - All the chords demo
06:28 - Features of this handpan
06:46 - Price point
07:20 - Engraved Tone Diagram
08:02 - Two Sound Holes
08:23 - Musical Demonstration
09:01 - Closing words


---

Sign up for the Didge Project newsletter for updates on instrument sales, new tutorials and events: 
http://didgeproject.com/subscribe 

---

Follow Didge Project on Social Media: 
http://www.facebook.com/didgeproject 
http://www.instagram.com/didgeproject 
http://www.youtube.com/didgeproject7

---

Didge Project is a world music education blog, youtube channel, music project and a producer of events, workshops and online courses. Our mission is to bridge music from many cultures into a tangible medium that our audience can utilize for its own benefit. This is done largely through educational performances, workshops and videos. Originally started to support the growing didgeridoo community in New York City, Didge Project serves musicians of all levels in making musical instruments and education available. While advanced musicians may benefit from Didge Project's content, it is the beginner to intermediate musician that we aim to serve. Check out our tutorial videos, free courses, articles and more at http://www.didgeproject.com
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                Play with me #1 | Ayasa D Kurd | Malte Marten

                This is my first try to record a play-along, in order to give you a virtual jam buddy. Let...
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                    This is my first try to record a play-along, in order to give you a virtual jam buddy. Let me know if it works for you, if there's something I could improve or any other suggestions you have💛

Chords I am playing are: D Minor / Bb Major

This play-along is suitable for all D Minor and F Major instruments, like D - Kurd, D - Amara, D - Mystic, D - Equinox, F - Mellow, F - Asha, and many more.

Connect on Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/maltemarten

Learn with me: 
https://www.masterthehandpan.com/masterclass/malte-marten

Join my newsletter for all infos on workshops, retreats, online courses and more:
https://www.maltemarten.com

Listen to my music on Spotify:
https://spotify.link/5Vo8hF8Dbyb

Get your handpan here:
https://www.yataoshop.com 

Donations are appreciated 💛
https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/yatao
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                Ayasa D Kurd 10 | YataoShop

                We’re happy to announce that some tasty D Kurd 10 Ember Steel Handpans made by @AyasaInstr...
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                    We’re happy to announce that some tasty D Kurd 10 Ember Steel Handpans made by @AyasaInstruments are now for sale in our shop 💛
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                Did you know your D Kurd has another scale hidden inside it? You don't need to buy a new i...
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                    Did you know your D Kurd has another scale hidden inside it? You don't need to buy a new instrument, but just play the same notes in a different order to find the Major Scale inside this instrument. This is a totally different, happier feeling. If you have a handpan or tonguepan in a minor scale this is the video for you. If you happen to have a D Minor (Kurd/ Integral / Annaziska) scale this is ideal, but whatever notes your pan is based around this will teach you how to play the basic chord shapes using my numbered system. This method will uncover any minor scale.
D Minor Midori 
Tones:
D3 / A Bb C D E F G A 
6/ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1, 2, 3 degrees of the scale.

Which scale shall I do next? If you'd like a personalised chord sheet for your handpan let me know. 

💥 Master the Handpan for a 30% Off discount ROSIE30 use code  https://masterthehandpan.teachable.com/?ref=rosiebergonzi 
🛸 RAV DISCOUNT CODE...! Get 5% Off your own instrument  https://promo.ravvast.com/blogger?utm_source=blogger&utm_medium=ROSIE

Want a free lesson? Use the hashtag #handpanSOS on your jams and  @RosieBergonzi  if you want them to be considered for a future analysis video 😊

🌟 Master the Handpan for a 30% Off discount ROSIE30 use code  https://masterthehandpan.teachable.com/?ref=rosiebergonzi 
🥳 Learn with Handpan Fundamentals. https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL040C-5ezY0-Wpt_O9xSfmsjBpdVRc78P

Liked it? Why not support me to help me keep on creating content! Become a Patron from just £1
💫 www.patreon.com/rbergonzi
💰 Paypal.me/rbergonzi  
☕️ https://www.buymeacoffee.com/Rbergonzi
👕 Check out my merch...   https://teespring.com/en-GB/stores/rosie-bergonzi
📸 https://www.instagram.com/rosiebergonzi/
📖  https://www.facebook.com/RosieBergonziPercussionist/

💥 Use the hashtag #handpanSOS on your jams if you want them to be considered for an analysis video
😄 RAV DISCOUNT LINK.... get 5% OFF your purchase now shorturl.at/fgwEH 
 👍🏾 Please hit like, subscribe, and click the bell for notifications to see new performances, lessons and behind the scenes content :) 

Suitable for beginners and first timers, it's a Handpan Fundamentals Video. I hope you enjoyed it, let me know if it was useful! If you liked it, subscribe to my channel for a new video every week! Useful for any handpan, rav, tongue drum player, or hand percussion.

00:00 Finding Your Notes
1:45 F major
2:22 G Minor
2:44 A Minor 
3:10 Bb Major
3:34 C Major
3:50 D Minor
4:20 E Diminished 
4:44 Major Progression 
5:43 Minor Chords
6:39 Relative Minor
7:10 Simple Progression
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                Ayasa - Ember Steel - D Kurd 10 - Marcel Hutter

                4K and Quality Headphones or speakers recommended.
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                    4K and Quality Headphones or speakers recommended.
https://ayasainstruments.com
https://www.instagram.com/ayasa_instruments/
https://facebook.com/ayasahandpan

Performed by @marcelhutter 

Instrument:
Ayasa Instruments Ember Steel D Kurd 10
D A Bb C D E F G A C

Find Marcel Hutter:
http://marcelhutter.com/
https://www.instagram.com/marcelhuttermusic/
https://www.facebook.com/marcelhuttermusic/

Sound edit: Sander van der Heide
Video edit: Lars Nerback
#handpan #ayasainstruments #pantam #embersteel #music #handpanmusic
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                3rd Generation Handpan 10 Notes Volcano - D Minor | This handpan music is performed by Sam Maher

                Videos featuring performances on the new third-generation handpan, Volcano, are still quit...
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                    Videos featuring performances on the new third-generation handpan, Volcano, are still quite rare. We are honored to have Sam Maher share his play with us. His music is consistently captivating and emotionally resonant from start to finish.

New 3rd Generation Handpan 10 Notes Volcano - D Minor
• D3/A, Bb, C, D, E, F, G, A, C

❀Join our website’s mailing list to stay updated on our latest handpan styles and content, and find the instrument that suits you best: https://www.astemanmusic.com

❀Explore the Natural Beauty Series Collection and learn about the story behind the series:
https://astemanmusic.com/collections/natural-beauty-series

❀Purchase the same instrument featured in this video: 
https://astemanmusic.com/products/3rd-generation-handpan-volcano-d-minor

❀Check out the latest discount offers from AS TEMAN: https://astemanmusic.com/collections/holiday-promotion

Sam Maher performs on the D Kurd made by AS TEMAN

If you are a professional performer, a career blogger or influencer, or an outdoor handpan traveler, interested in participating in our creative project, you could get the instrument of your dreams for free.

❀For more details, please get in touch with us: 
astemanpan@gmail.com

❀For more beginner’s buying guides to help you choose your first handpan, please refer to: 
https://astemanmusic.com/blogs/handpan/how-to-choose-your-first-handpan

❀Get your handpan here: 
https://astemanmusic.com/collections/handpan-1
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                Ayasa "Ember Steel" D Kurd 10 - Jaron Tripp ( Archer & Tripp )

                4K and Quality Headphones or speakers recommended.
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                    4K and Quality Headphones or speakers recommended.
https://ayasainstruments.com
https://facebook.com/ayasahandpan
https://www.instagram.com/ayasa_instruments/

Demonstration by Jaron Tripp ( Archer & Tripp ) 

Instrument:
Ayasa Instruments: D Kurd 10 ( Ember Steel )
D) A Bb C D E F G A C

Find Archer & Tripp:
https://archerandtripp.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/archerandtripp/ 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnB0oTAtN7huauS5kYeJ36w 
https://www.instagram.com/archerandtripp/

Learn with Archer & Tripp:
https://www.masterthehandpan.com/handpan-teacher/archer-and-tripp

Sound edit: Jeremy Nattagh

#handpan #ayasainstruments #pantam #embersteel #music
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    		Kurds

      





The Kurds (Kurdish: کورد Kurd) are an ethnic group in the Middle East, mostly inhabiting a contiguous area spanning adjacent parts of eastern and southeastern Turkey (Northern Kurdistan), western Iran (Eastern or Iranian Kurdistan), northern Iraq (Southern or Iraqi Kurdistan), and northern Syria (Western Kurdistan or Rojava). The Kurds have ethnically diverse origins. They are culturally and linguistically closely related to the Iranian peoples and, as a result, are often themselves classified as an Iranian people.Kurdish nationalists claim that the Kurds are descended from the Hurrians and the Medes, (the latter being another Iranian people) and the claimed Median descent is reflected in the words of the Kurdish national anthem: "we are the children of the Medes and Kai Khosrow". The Kurdish languages form a subgroup of the Northwestern Iranian languages.



The Kurds are estimated to number, worldwide, around 30–32 million, possibly as high as 37 million, with the majority living in West Asia; however there are significant Kurdish diaspora communities in the cities of western Turkey, in particular Istanbul. A recent Kurdish diaspora has also developed in Western countries, primarily in Germany. The Kurds are the majority population in the autonomous region of Iraqi Kurdistan and in the autonomous region of Rojava, and are a significant minority group in the neighboring countries Turkey and Iran, where Kurdish nationalist movements continue to pursue greater autonomy and cultural rights.
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                    Tattoo Coward

										by: Tankard
                    My skin is naked, my skin is virgin
My skin is white, white lake the snow
Only some pimples and a big fat wart
Oh tattoed man I adore you so
You're passing by, an eagle on your back
Swords cross your chest and snakes around your arm
I'm afraid of blood and pain
My naked skin drives me insane
You're standing here, a dragon signed your calf
Hell what a shame! I'm a tattooed coward man
Fear! Fear! Fear of tattoos!
Fear! Fear! Fear of tattoos!
Fear! Fear! Fear of tattoos!
You are so cool, tongues of fire lick your leg
I want a skull and spiders on my neck
I'm afraid of blood and pain
My naked skin drives me insane
I love tattoos but I can't stand this hell
Needles of horror, I am a tattoo whimp
You're standing here, a dragon signed your calf
Hell what a shame! I'm a tattooed coward man
I'm afraid of blood and pain
My naked skin drives me insane
I love tattoos but I can't stand this hell
Needles of horror, I am a tattoo whimp
My skin is naked, my skin is virgin
My skin is white, white lake the snow
Only some pimples and a big fat wart
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 			Izzy Award for Independent Media to Be Shared by In These Times, Mohammed El-Kurd, Lynzy Billing and New Lines Magazine, and Trina Reynolds-Tyler and Sarah Conway (Ithaca College)

			
  			

	



			
      
			Public Technologies
			
      03 Apr 2024
			
  		
            ) Izzy Award for Independent Media to Be Shared by In These Times, Mohammed El-Kurd, Lynzy Billing and New Lines Magazine, and Trina Reynolds-Tyler and Sarah Conway ... Mohammed El-Kurd, The Nation ... Mohammed El-Kurd.
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 			Izzy Award Honors In These Times, Mohammed El-Kurd, Lynzy Billing, Trina Reynolds-Tyler, Sarah Conway

			
  			

	



			
      
			Democracy Now
			
      02 Apr 2024
			
  		
            The 2024 Izzy Award for “outstanding achievement in independent media” will be shared by In These Times and journalists Mohammed El-Kurd, Lynzy Billing, Trina Reynolds-Tyler and Sarah Conway.
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 			Kurds to demonstrate on Thursday

			
  			

	



			
      
			CyprusMail
			
      02 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Kurdish people and supporters in Cyprus will hold a demonstration in Nicosia on Thursday to protest against the imprisonment of Abdullah Ocalan, leader of the Kurdish militant movement PKK, an announcement said on Tuesday ... ....
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 			Syrian Kurds say US presence important to regional stability
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      02 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Amuda, Syria — Thirteen years after the start of Syria’s conflict, countless woes remain for millions of Syrians. For people in the Kurdish-majority northeast, one concern tops all else ... The SDF has been a major U.S ... The U.S ... “Unlike other U.S ... U.S.
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 			Domestic and foreign threats on the rise for Syria's Kurds
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      02 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Domestically, tensions are on the rise ... She said ... Jasim said ... He argues the PYD is “destroying the potential of Syrian Kurds,” while “Turkey is looking for the window of opportunity to attack the YPG once more and to eliminate them militarily” ... ....
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            ) Izzy Award for Independent Media to Be Shared by In These Times and Journalists Mohammed El-Kurd, Lynzy Billing, Trina Reynolds-Tyler, and Sarah Conway ... Mohammed El-Kurd, The Nation ... Mohammed El-Kurd.
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 			Long mistreated by Iraq, the Kurds need America’s attention now

			
  			

	



			
      
			New York Post
			
      30 Mar 2024
			
  		
            The Kurds are a distinct ethnic community dating back thousands of years ... And second, the Kurds harbored an age-old dream of self-determination ... US downs Iran drone as Tehran targets Iraq Kurds over violent protests.
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 			Belgium Urges Calm After Clashes Between Turks, Kurds

			
  			

	



			
      
			MENA FN
			
      29 Mar 2024
			
  		
            (MENAFN - Jordan Times) BRUSSELS, Belgium - Belgium's Prime Minister Alexander De Croo called for calm on Wednesday after escalating tensions between Turkish and Kurdish groups in the country just ... .
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            Go to the source via the article link to view the video or lcik the video icon ....
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 			Smaller Parties and Kurds Will Determine Turkish Local Election Winners

			
  			

	



			
      
			Balkan Insight
			
      29 Mar 2024
			
  		
            As President Erdogan’s ruling alliance and the main opposition CHP go head to head in the March 31 local elections, voters for smaller parties – and the size of the turnout – will decide the ultimate winner ....
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 			Military intervention at Paris airport after altercation escalates due to Kurd's deportation

			
  			

	



			
      
			GDN Online
			
      29 Mar 2024
			
  		
            An altercation occurred on Wednesday at the Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport after Kurdish activist Firaz Korkmaz faced deportation charges ... .
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 			Old video shows fight outside Turkish embassy in Tokyo, not Kurds 'causing mayhem in Saitama'

			
  			

	



			
      
			Yahoo Daily News
			
      28 Mar 2024
			
  		
            An old video of Turks and ethnic Kurds brawling outside the Turkish embassy in Tokyo has ...
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 			Kurds of Iraqi Kurdistan bear brunt of PKK's insurgency against Turkey

			
  			

	



			
      
			The National
			
      28 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Mr Taha, the former Peshmerga soldier whose son disappeared after a Turkish drone strike in January 2019, says that “at the beginning we saw the PKK as Kurds, as friends, as Kurds from Turkey ... This is how they can serve the Kurds' interests.
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 			Erdoğan says local polls will be 'turning point' for Kurds
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 			Turkey's Kurds could sway Istanbul vote in Sunday's local polls
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            ISTANBUL/DIYARBAKIR, Turkey - Many of Turkey's ...
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														[image: In this photo released by the National Fire Agency, members of a search and rescue team prepare outside a leaning building in the aftermath of an earthquake in Hualien, eastern Taiwan on Wednesday, April 3, 2024. Taiwan's strongest earthquake in a quarter century rocked the island during the morning rush Wednesday, damaging buildings and creating a tsunami that washed ashore on southern Japanese islands.]
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														[image: FILE - Newly recruited soldiers who mark the end of their training at a military base close to Kyiv, Ukraine, on Sept. 25, 2023. Ukraine on Wednesday, April 3, 2024, lowered the military conscription age from 27 to 25 in an effort to replenish its depleted ranks after more than two years of war following Russia’s full-scale invasion.]
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														[image: FILE - A young boy with a donkey cart arrives to receive food aid in Mangwe district in southwestern Zimbabwe, Friday, March, 22, 2024. Zimbabwe declared a state of disaster Wednesday, April 3, 2024, over a devastating drought that's sweeping across much of southern Africa, with the country’s president saying it needs $2 billion for humanitarian assistance.]
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														[image: Cryptocurrency trading means taking a financial position on the price direction of individual cryptocurrencies against the dollar (in crypto/dollar pairs) or against another crypto, via crypto to crypto pairs, October 26, 2021.]
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														AP / Copyright 2024 The Associated Press. All rights reserved
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														[image: This combo image shows President Joe Biden, left, Jan. 5, 2024 and Republican presidential candidate former President Donald Trump, right, Jan. 19, 2024. Black voters support the reelection of President Joe Biden at a surprisingly low level, according to recent AP polling. For Republican strategists and former President Donald Trump, that's an opportunity to make inroads into the Democratic Party's most loyal voting bloc. Both parties are fine-tuning efforts to win over Black voters. (AP Photo, File)]
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